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Inhomogeneous electronic states resulting from entangled spin,
charge, and lattice degrees of freedom are hallmarks of strongly
correlated electron materials; such behavior has been observed in
many classes of d-electron materials, including the high-Tc copper-
oxide superconductors, manganites, and most recently the iron–
pnictide superconductors. The complexity generated by competing
phases in these materials constitutes a considerable theoretical
challenge—one that still defies a complete description. Here, we
report a manifestation of electronic inhomogeneity in a strongly
correlated f -electron system, using CeCoIn5 as an example. A ther-
modynamic analysis of its superconductivity, combined with nucle-
ar quadrupole resonance measurements, shows that nonmagnetic
impurities (Y, La, Yb, Th, Hg, and Sn) locally suppress unconven-
tional superconductivity, generating an inhomogeneous electronic
“Swiss cheese” due to disrupted periodicity of the Kondo lattice.
Our analysis may be generalized to include related systems,
suggesting that electronic inhomogeneity should be considered
broadly in Kondo lattice materials.

Kondo effect ∣ heavy fermion

Electronic inhomogeneity is commonplace in materials in
which strong correlations among electrons produce electronic

states that compete with one another on multiple length scales
(1). One early indication of such heterogeneity came from studies
of the high-Tc cuprate superconductors in which nonmagnetic
Zn impurities were introduced into the CuO2 planes of
YBa2Cu3O6þx (YBCO) and La2-xSrxCuO4 ðLSCOÞ2; the anom-
alous suppression of the superfluid density of the superconduct-
ing condensate was explained within a Swiss cheese model
comprised of normal regions around the impurity that healed
over a (short) coherence length of order 20 Å within a supercon-
ducting matrix (2), later verified by scanning tunneling spectro-
scopy (3). Not only is superconductivity locally suppressed in the
Swiss cheese regions, but new electronic states emerge, such as
impurity resonances and other exotic forms of electronic inhomo-
geneity (e.g., “stripe” and “checkerboard” phases) observed in
cuprates and also in other d-electron materials (e.g., manganites)
(1, 4). In contrast, electronic inhomogeneity has rarely been con-
sidered in the prototypical correlated system: f -electron materials
(5) in which itinerant heavy quasiparticles emerge at low tem-
perature due to a periodic lattice of Kondo ions. In this work,
we investigate the underlying electronic structure of the Kondo
lattice compound CeCoIn5 whose heavy quasiparticles pair to
create a d-wave superconducting state below 2.3 K (6). As will
be discussed, the superconductivity itself serves as a mirror that
reflects the presence of electronic inhomogeneity. A thermody-
namic analysis of high-purity single crystals of CeCoIn5, doped
with different impurities (Y3þ, La3þ, Yb2þ, Th4þ, Hg, and Sn),
reveals that lattice sites filled by these impurities create “Kondo
holes” (7, 8) that produce a nonsuperconducting component
within the superconducting state, very much like the Swiss cheese
model of the cuprates (2). Our results not only provide strong
evidence for an inhomogeneous electronic ground state in this
f -electron heavy fermion superconductor, they uncover funda-
mental properties of the Kondo lattice itself.

Results and Discussion
Substitutions for Ce (or In) in CeCoIn5 by nonmagnetic elements
R(or Hg, Sn) rapidly suppress Tc, with Tc → 0 K typically in the
range of 10–15% substitution for Ce (In). Fig. 1 shows that, con-
comitant with the depression of Tc, there is a systematic increase
in the value of C∕T ðT → 0 KÞ≡ γ0 that is a measure of a non-
superconducting electronic contribution to specific heat in the
superconducting state. In a magnetic field ofH ¼ 5 T (H∥c axis),
the normal state Sommerfeld coefficient γN follows a logarithmic
temperature dependence, indicating proximity to a quantum cri-
tical point (9) for all dopants. An extrapolation of the infield C∕T
data to T ¼ 0 K, such that the extrapolation conserves entropy
between the normal and superconducting states at Tc, yields γN >
1.2 J∕molCeK2 for all concentrations. We make the ansatz that
there is an additional normal component to C∕T below Tc given
by γ0∕γN and compare this normal component to the reduction of
the superconducting condensation energy RU ¼ ½USCðxÞ∕Tc

2ðxÞ�∕
½USCð0Þ∕Tc

2ð0Þ� (properly normalized relative to the condensa-
tion energy of pure CeCoIn5), where USC ¼ ∫ Tc

0 ðSN − SSCÞdT.
As shown in Fig. 2A, the doping-induced normal state fraction
comes precisely at the expense of the superconducting state frac-
tion as evidenced by a common linear variation of Rγ ¼ γ0∕γN vs.
1 − RU , for all substituents (Y3þ, La3þ, Th4þ, Yb2þ, Hg, and Sn—
see Fig. 2B and Fig. S1), regardless of valence or size of the im-
purity atom. This unexpected result provides compelling evidence
for electronic inhomogeneity in an f -electron Kondo lattice.
Furthermore, the linear dependence of γ0∕γN on impurity con-
centration (Fig. 2A, Inset) does not follow the expectation for
creating electronic states in superconducting nodes through dis-
order in a “dirty” d-wave scenario in the strong scattering (uni-
tary) limit (for which γ0∕γN ∼ x1∕2) or in the weak scattering
(Born) limit (Fig. 3A), implying that the impurities suppress
the superconducting energy gap through the creation of intragap
states, much like Zn impurities in YBCO and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þδ

(Fig. 3B) (4, 10). In this analysis, we have used the simple Bard-
een–Cooper–Schrieffer expression for the condensation energy
USC ¼ Nð0ÞΔ2∕2 ∼ Tc

2, where Nð0Þ is the density of states at
the Fermi level, to allow a comparison of the different dopants
substituted into the heavy fermion superconductors. More com-
plete calculations of USC for unitary scatterers is plotted as γ0∕γN
vs. 1 − USCðΓÞ∕USCð0Þ in Fig. S2, where Γ is the impurity scatter-
ing rate. These calculations do not reproduce the universal linear
relation of Rγ vs. 1 − RU (Fig. 2B), furthering a scenario of elec-
tronic heterogeneity in which the dopants locally suppress super-
conductivity.
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Our thermodynamic analysis of impurities introduced into
CeCoIn5 further implies that the electronic inhomogeneity arises
from disruption of the coherent Kondo lattice by Kondo holes.
We estimate the characteristic energy scale of these Kondo holes
through a simple binary alloy model, consistent with the creation
of Swiss cheese holes, in which the specific heat is composed of a
superconducting and normal component:

Ctot ¼ xCN þ ð1 − xÞCSC: [1]

Because Ctot ∼ lnðT�∕TÞ remains virtually unchanged with a
Kondo lattice coherence temperature T� ∼ 40 K up to approxi-
mately 40% La in CeCoIn5 (11), the large contribution to elec-
tronic specific heat from these Kondo holes (γ0 ∼ 9.5 J∕
mol LaK2 for x ¼ 0.1; see Fig. 1) indicates that their effective
mass is huge or, equivalently, that their characteristic energy scale
is small, TKH ¼ πR∕6γ0 ∼ 0.3 K for an effective “spin-1∕2” La
impurity, where R is the gas constant (12); strong scattering from
these massive Kondo holes leads to the loss of quantum oscilla-
tions (13), even for <1% La impurities in CeCoIn5. Breaking the
translational invariance of the Kondo lattice locally suppresses
the superconducting gap significantly as seen in the strong reduc-
tion of the specific heat jump ΔC at Tc (Fig. 3A) of doped
CeCoIn5, analogous to the strong temperature-dependent pair-
breaking effects when Ce Kondo impurities, characterized by
TK ∼ 0.1 K are introduced into the 3.3 K s-wave superconductor
LaAl2 (14); indeed, the suppression of ΔC in these two systems is
very similar (Fig. 3A). Substitutions on the In site lead to either
weaker suppression (Sn) of the gap, or stronger suppression
(Cd, Hg) possibly due to additional spin-flip pair-breaking effects
caused by the local nucleation of magnetism near the Cd or Hg
sites (15). Further support for the local suppression of supercon-
ductivity around the Kondo holes is provided by analysis of the
effective size of an impurity bound state in a d-wave superconduc-
tor (4), given by Rimp ¼ ξ0∕ð1 − ε20Þ1∕2, where ξ0 ¼ 4.9 nm is the
superconducting coherence length for the Ce0.9La0.1CoIn5
sample, determined from the initial slope of the upper critical
field dHc2∕dTc (16). The ratio of the energy of the impurity
state (or resonance) to the superconducting gap Δ0 is ε0 ¼ f½1 −
ðTKH∕0.3Δ0Þ2�∕½1þ ðTKH∕0.3Δ0Þ2�g following ref. 17, where the
strong-coupling value Δ0 ¼ 2.25Tc was used (6). From this for-
mula, we find that Rimp ¼ 5.8 nm is comparable to ξ0, using

TKH ¼ 0.3 K for Ce0.9La0.1CoIn5, consistent with local suppres-
sion of superconductivity near the La impurities. [Similar
impurity length scales Rimp ∼ ξ0 are obtained for other La concen-
trations x ¼ 0.02 and 0.05, which have nearly identical Kondo
hole energy scales TKH ∼ 0.2–0.3 K (12) and values of dHc2∕dTc
(16).] Recent scanning-tunneling spectroscopy on Th impurities
in URu2Si2 (18) reveals a strong local change of the density of
states in this Kondo lattice, demonstrating that Kondo holes sig-
nificantly affect the normal state as well (19). Our results further
strengthen the connection between the heavy fermion supercon-
ductors and the cuprates, as the suppression of ΔC of Zn-doped
YBCO is similar to that of Ce1-xRxCoIn5 (Fig. 3A), and also to
the iron–pnictide superconductors (20, 21), in which electronic
inhomogeneity has been observed recently (22).

115In nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) measurements
further characterize the doping distribution of Ce1-xLaxCoIn5
and provide insight into the nature of the resulting electronic
state. Fig. 4 shows the NQR signal for the 4νQ quadrupolar
(�9∕2 ↔ �7∕2) transition for the in-plane In(1), as well as the
temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rates
(T−1

1) for x ¼ 0, 0.1, and 1. The NQR peaks are relatively sharp
in the pure compound (Fig. 4B) with the LaCoIn5 frequency
(νQ ∼ 8.01 MHz) smaller than that of CeCoIn5 (νQ ∼ 8.17 MHz),
in good agreement with previous reports (23, 24). The NQR spec-
trum in the normal state at T ¼ 3 K is significantly broadened
for the x ¼ 0.1 sample, with the main peak (labeled A) virtually
at the same frequency as in CeCoIn5 and with two adjacent peaks
(labeled B and C) resolved. There is no additional broadening
or shift in the spectra as the sample becomes superconducting
below Tc ¼ 0.9 K, confirming that the heterogeneous electronic
state below Tc has its origin in the normal state, as a result of
doping. The lack of any intensity at the frequency corresponding
to pure LaCoIn5 and the similar temperature dependence of the
spin-lattice relaxation rates of the three peaks—all with essen-
tially the same onset Tc—rule out chemical segregation.

This thermodynamic analysis extends to other heavy fermion
superconductors, as presented in Fig. 2B, and such electronic
inhomogeneity may provide a framework for resolving several
outstanding issues. In the 18.5 K superconductor PuCoGa5,
the radioactive decay of Pu-239 produces defects and/or disloca-
tions, mimicking the Swiss cheese hole in Ce1-xRxCoIn5. Analysis
of the specific heat data of a “fresh” (approximately 2-wk old)
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Fig. 1. Specific heat coefficient and entropy of CeCoIn5 when nonmagnetic impurities (La, Yb2þ) replace Ce or when In is replaced by Sn or Hg in the crystal
lattice. Specific heat, plotted as CðTÞ∕T (Lower), and entropy SðTÞ ¼ ∫ ðC∕TÞdT (Upper), of Ce1-xRxCoIn5 (A) R ¼ La3þ (28), (B) R ¼ Yb2þ, and (C) CeCoðIn1-xSnxÞ5
showing the suppression of superconductivity and the increase of the residual superconducting state specific heat coefficient γ0 determined from a linear
extrapolation of the C∕T data to T ¼ 0 K, consistent with a superconducting gap with lines of nodes observed previously (6). The normal state Sommerfeld
coefficient γN was determined from a linear extrapolation of the C∕T data to T ¼ 0 K that balances entropy between the normal and superconducting states
as shown in the upper panels of A, B, and C. The dashed lines in the lower panel of A are an example of the extrapolation of the C∕T data used to determine γ0
and γN for the Ce0.95La0.05CoIn5 sample.
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and “aged” (approximately 3-mo old) PuCoGa5 sample (Figs. S3
and S4), reveals that the induced normal state fraction is compar-
able to the superconducting state fraction as radiation damage
accumulates, in agreement with self-consistent T-matrix calcula-
tions describing the rate of suppression of Tc (20). Furthermore,
the observed anomalous reduction in superfluid density (25) with
time in this strong-coupling d-wave superconductor is similar
to the reduction observed in the Zn-doped YBCO and LSCO
cuprates (2). Likewise, nonmagnetic Y and Th impurities (26)
introduced into the exotic (odd-parity, ref. 27) superconductor

UPt3 fall into this class of rather exceptional dopants. Finally,
Tanatar et al. (28) have presented evidence for a normal compo-
nent arising from an expansion of superconducting gap nodes on
the Fermi surface in Ce1-xLaxCoIn5 (x < 0.15), a result inter-
preted within an extreme multiband model in which electrons
with a small effective mass remain unpaired on small 3D Fermi
surface pockets (for a different viewpoint, see ref. 29). In contrast
to this scenario, a consistent picture emerges in which impurities
(i) create an inhomogeneous electronic state within the super-
conducting condensate of CeCoIn5 (Fig. 3B) and (ii) destroy the
coherent Kondo lattice near the two-dimensional percolation
limit, approximately 40% for the impurities (not the magnetic
Ce ions), corresponding to a universal scattering rate given by
a resistivity of ρ0 ∼ 35 μΩcm (30). These novel states of matter
within the Swiss cheese regions, which do far more than just sup-
press the superconducting gap, are ubiquitous in cuprates (4),
but our study of this particular state reveals the nature of the
underlying Kondo lattice and emphasizes the delicate interplay
between unconventional superconductivity and the periodic array
of Kondo ions from which it originates.
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zero temperature. (A) Normal state fraction of the inhomogeneous heavy
fermion ground state Rγ ¼ γ0∕γN (determined from the C∕T data in Fig. 1)
of Ce1-xRxCoðIn1-xMxÞ5 (R ¼ La3þ, Yb2þ; M ¼ Sn, Hg) and superconducting
state fraction, 1 − RU , where RU ¼ ½USCðxÞ∕Tc

2ðxÞ�∕½USCð0Þ∕Tc
2ð0Þ�, obtained

from the superconducting condensation energy USC ¼ ∫ Tc
0 ðSN − SSCÞdT (prop-

erly normalized relative to the condensation energy of pure CeCoIn5). The
linear relation between the two fractions indicates the superconductivity
is excluded from a volume surrounding the impurity atom. (Inset) Linear var-
iation of γ0∕γN as a function of impurity (La3þ, Yb2þ, Sn, Hg) concentration x.
Error bars for Rγ were obtained from a linear least-squares fit to the super-
conducting and normal state C∕T data, whereas error bars for RU were ob-
tained from uncertainties in values of USC subject to entropy balance at Tc . In
some cases, systematic errors in the entropy were corrected for using a
procedure described in Materials and Methods. (B) Same as in A, including
the unconventional superconductors U1-xMxPt3 (M ¼ Th, Y) and PuCoGa5
(radiation damage-induced impurities), CeCoIn5 and Ce0.994Gd0.016CoIn5 in
magnetic field, showing the general applicability of the analysis. The super-
conducting state fraction, 1 − R�

U , where R�
U ¼ RU∕Ec , with Ec comprising a

small normalization factor to account for the γ0 of the pure material as
explained inMaterials andMethods, is linear with respect to the normal state
fraction, indicating the superconductivity is excluded from a volume sur-
rounding the impurity atom, which implies an inhomogeneous electronic
state. The parameters used in the analysis are given in Table S1. The lines
in A and B are guides to the eye.
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due to a strong scatterer [e.g., Zn impurities in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þδ (BSCCO)], (2)
a resonance away from E ¼ 0 due to an intermediate or weak scatterer (e.g.,
Ni impurities in BSCCO) and (3) proposed heavy Kondo hole (red arrow) that
disrupts the superconducting CeCoIn5 Kondo lattice (black arrows).
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Our study of CeCoIn5 and other heavy fermion superconduc-
tors highlights that superconductivity itself provides a previously
unappreciated window on electronic inhomogeneity in Kondo
lattice materials in the form of Kondo holes. Though some the-
oretical ideas have been put forth to investigate the disruption of
the Kondo lattice by nonmagnetic impurities (7, 8), this problem
remains virtually unexplored, aside from a few experimental
studies (19, 31). Further investigations of Kondo holes in these
f -electron Kondo lattices and superconductors, including the
application of local probes such as scanning-tunneling spectro-
scopy, provide an opportunity to unravel their complexity; in-
deed, electronic inhomogeneity in these materials may well
prove to be the norm rather than the exception.

Materials and Methods
Single crystals of Ce1-xRxCoðIn1-yMy Þ5 (R ¼ Y3þ, La3þ, Gd3þ, Yb2þ, Th4þ;
M ¼ Sn, Cd, Hg) were grown from In flux, whereas single crystals of
PuCoGa5 were grown from Ga flux. Specific heat measurements were carried
out in a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System from 0.4
to 20 K (or from 5 to 25 K for PuCoGa5), or in a 3He∕4He dilution refrigerator
from 50 mK to 3 K, in magnetic fields up to 9 T. The concentrations of
the impurities were determined from energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.

The 115In NQR measurements were performed using a phase coherent pulsed
NMR/NQR spectrometer. Several crystals with similar Tc previously investi-
gated by specific heat measurements were gently crushed into powder to
improve the signal probed by the rf measurement. The frequency-swept
115In NQR spectra (I ¼ 9∕2; γ∕2π ¼ 9.3295 MHz∕T) were obtained using an
auto-tuning probe in a 3He cryostat. The spectra were obtained by stepwise
summing the Fourier transform of the spin-echo signal. The values of the
spin-lattice relaxation time T1 were obtained by fits of the recovery of
the nuclear magnetization MðtÞ after a saturation pulse. The self-consistent
T -matrix calculations of the specific heat jump are described in detail
in ref. 32.

In our thermodynamic analysis, estimates of the normal state electronic
specific heat coefficient γN were obtained by linear extrapolation to
T ¼ 0 K (a determination of γN obtained by fits of the data to the model
of Moriya and Takimoto, ref. 33, for critical fermions yields similar values
within 5–10%) and requiring entropy balance at Tc . The superconducting
fraction of the heavy electrons is calculated by RU

� ¼ Usc∕Tc
2∕Ec, where Tc

is determined by equal entropy construction above and below Tc, Usc is
the superconducting condensation energy determined from the integration
of the entropy difference between the normal (high field) and superconduct-
ing (zero field) states up to Tc , and Ec is a constant described below. If the
high field data were not available for all doping levels, we used the normal
state value for γN of the pure compound as an approximation for the doped
compounds; the insensitivity of C∕T just above Tc for all concentrations
(Fig. 1) and the entropy balance at Tc indicate this approximation is reason-
able. In a few cases (x ¼ 0.05 La, 0.012 Sn, 0.03 Yb), the entropy balance was
not satisfied in all available datasets (see Fig. 1); therefore, we added a small
linear term (approximately 3–5% of γN) to correct the entropy balance and
obtain two different values ofUsc before and after the correction for a better
relative comparison within each doping series. We take the average and their
difference gives the error bars for RU of these samples in Fig. 2.

In our analysis of Ce1-xRxCoðIn1-yMyÞ5, we have taken approximately Ec ¼
Uscð0Þ∕Tcð0Þ2 from the pure compound CeCoIn5. This analysis, together with
the experimental fact Rγ þ RU ¼ 1 in Fig. 2, indicates that the pure compound
of CeCoIn5 has a negligible amount of impurities (i.e., comparing γ0 ¼ 0.04 J∕
mol · CeK2 to γN ¼ 2 J∕mol · CeK2). However, in some heavy fermion com-
pounds such as U1-xMxPt3 and PuCoGa5, even the pure compounds have a
significant number of defects or a large intrinsic γ0. In this case, it is necessary
to define a parameter Ec, which corrects the normalization by Uscð0Þ∕Tc

2ð0Þ
for additional disorder and/or systematic errors (see Table S1), to best fit all
the doped data of a given system. For example, in PuCoGa5, Rγ ∼ 0.2 even in
the fresh sample, suggesting a large amount of defects caused by radiation
damage, which is consistent with theoretical calculations that indicate Tc ¼
19.1 K in an undamaged material and account for the decrease in Tc with
time (20, 25). In the case of UPt3, the pure material has a different condensa-
tion energy from the doped compounds (Fig. 2B), reflecting the double
superconducting transition and also the sensitivity of this exotic odd-parity
superconductor to impurities.
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